Human body, senses, & health (Gr6 and higher)

GENERAL WORDS
- membrane
- system
- perception
- sex
- gender

DESCRIBING WORDS
- digestive
- internal
- external
- biological
- vital

INSIDE THE BODY
- Parts:
  - glands
  - cells
  - vessels
  - genes
  - chromosomes
- Products:
  - hormones
  - enzymes
  - acid
  - sperm

WHAT THE BODY NEEDS
- nutrients
- carbohydrates
- protein
- calories
- calcium
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Word-family map

- digest's
- digests
- digested
- digesting

- digestive system
- digestive enzymes
- daily digest

- indigestion
- indigestible
- undigested

- digestion
- digestibility
- digestive
- digestible
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Word-family map

perceives
perceived
perceiving

depth perception
sensory perception
extrasensory perception
perceived value
perceived threat

perceive

perception
perceptibly
perceptive
perceptibly
perceptively

unperceived
imperceptible
imperceptibly
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Word-family map

sexes

sex education
sexual identity
sexual orientation
sexual harassment
sexual selection
sexually-transmitted

sex

asexual
bisexual
heterosexual
homosexual
pansexual
asexuality
bisexuality
heterosexuality
homosexuality
pansexuality

sexuality
sexual
sexism
sexless
sexist
sexually
sexiness
sexily
sexualization
sexualize
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Word-family map

nutrient

nutrient's
nutrients'
nutrients

essential nutrients
chronic malnutrition
nutritional information
nutritional value
nutrient deficiency
nutrient-rich

nutrition
nutriment
nutritious
nutritional
nutritionally

malnutrition
In the coming years, those businesses will demand computer experts to set up companywide computer systems, to program specific computers for certain duties, and to repair equipment when it breaks (Calculating)

The vascular system provides support and allows plants to grow very tall. (All organisms)

NASA announced that another planet had been discovered in our solar system and that the planet supported intelligent life. (Martha reads the newspaper)

Part of what made gaming systems so popular in the late 1980s was arcade games. (A look at the world of video games)

Most deaf people use a system of hand signs to communicate with one another. This system is called American Sign Language. (A hand language for the deaf)

A set of devices powered by electricity (n)

A way of doing something that follows a plan or a set of rules (n)

The laws of many modern countries today are based on the Roman system of law. (The empire of Ancient Rome)
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Multiple-meaning-word map

**Cells** are so small that you can see them only with a microscope. They carry out life processes.  
*(Characteristics of living things)*

- **Cells** are the microscopic building blocks of living things (n).
- Small spaces grouped together to form a structure (n).
- Small rooms for prisoners in a jail or prison (n).

Day two when we got back to the hive, we saw bees putting the mixture from their honey stomachs into special honeycomb **cells**.  
*(Busy bees and the buzz)*

She had Elizabeth put in prison for being a Protestant. Elizabeth actually spent two months in a jail **cell** at the Tower of London.  
*(Queen Elizabeth I)*
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